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As well as a movie, creatively named The Emoji Movie. In the early days, Facebook users had a limited
selection of emoticons, but now there's a huge menu full of emoji you can pick from when making status
updates, posting comments , and chatting in private messages. When you're done adding emoji to the text box,
click the little Smiley Face again to close the menu and continue updating your post if you want to by adding
text behind or in front of any emoji. You can add text anywhere you like, before or after the emoji, or skip
using text altogether. Use the small Smiley Face icon to the right of the comment box to open the emoji menu.
There was an entire book about emojis released on August 1, The Emoji Code. With over 6 billion emojis sent
around the world a day, heart-eyed Tinker Bell, unforgettable Dory, singing Ariel and grinning Genie will
make conversations with friends and family more magically emotional. Contents [ show ] Current Emoticons
This is the current set of emoticons. Tap the Send button to send the message with emoji. Select an emoji or
choose multiple ones by continuing to tap them without leaving the menu. All of the yellow face emotes that
include a letter e. A multimedia journalism professor who covers social media, web publishing and internet
technologies. Or pondering the meaning of a certain emoji? Similarly, the GIF and Sticker options are helpful
if you want to add those to your status update instead of an emoji or in addition to an emoji. Look for a Smiley
Face icon near the status update area. Each name that appears as a link will pop up with a description and
artwork. In the new menu that shows below the text box, go into the Emoji tab. All of them will result in the
emoticon. Select one or more emoji, and they are instantly inserted into the comment box. MB Emoticons are
likely a replacement for the small smileys used at other sites. How to Use Emoji in Facebook Comments and
Private Messages Emoji are also accessible in the comments section on Facebook as well as in private
messages on Facebook and Messenger: Click inside the comment box wherever you want to post the emoji.
You can use all the emoticons by clicking on an emoticon button on the toolbar above the post box, then
clicking the emoticon that you wish to use. Furthermore, an emoticon that is not already in square brackets e.
Post the comment normally using the Enter key. However an emoticon that has to be in square brackets e. This
page is for the Emoticons used after The Update. This fun app launched on July 14,  There are 2, emojis in the
Unicode Standard. Select any emoji you want to include in your Facebook status. You can click through each
category at the bottom of the menu to quickly jump to other kinds of emoji or scroll through the huge list and
take your time picking your favorites. In Shigetaka Kurita created the first widely-used set of emoji. Tap the
Smiley Face again to close the menu and continue editing your message. For information about this wiki's
emoticons, please look here The full selection of emoticons Emoticons also known as Emotes are small icons
you can add to your posts. Emoji facts to impress your friends Scroll down if you just want to see the emoji
list! This inserts the emoticon into the post, bypassing the text stage. One of my favorite pastimes is playing
Disney Emoji Blitz. How many emojis are there in total? Click the Smiley Face icon again to close the menu
and finish writing the comment. This post on emoji names and meanings was originally published June , and
updated July and March  Other Image-Sharing Options When you're posting a status update on Facebook,
there's a menu of items just below the text box and emoji menu that you might be interested in. Choose the
small Smiley Face icon to the right of the text box. The most recent emoji release is Emoji  Tap it to insert an
emoji on your mobile device.


